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Winona State 'does great job' recognizing student veterans
Chelsea Filipovich

Winonan
They were dressed in blue
jackets, confidently poised
with honor and pride for their
country and service. Veterans
and loved ones around the
nation gathered to recognize
years of service that has given
our country its freedom. Winona
State University's Veterans
Club made a weeklong effort
to provide awareness around
campus recognizing veterans.
"The purpose is to educate
others," said Tom Fox, Vice
President of the Veterans Club.
Throughout the days leading up
to Veterans Day, the club did all
they could to make their faces
and the faces of thousands in
service known on the Winona
State campus.
The week began with a
badminton tournament that
raised money for the Wounded
Warriors Project. The Wounded
Warriors Project aids the
transition from war life to
normal life routines as troops
return.
"A lot of the people
registering were excited,"
said Ashley Graf, one of
the members of the sports
marketing group that organized
the event. Through Facebook
promotion and posters around

campus, the group was able to
team up with the Veterans Club
to promote the cause and raise
$130.
The Veterans Club stationed
a table at the tournament
selling t-shirts and passing out
yellow ribbons. Yellow ribbons
were also handed out Tuesday
and Wednesday of last week
to spread the significance of
Veterans Day.
In response to why the
Winona State University
Veterans Club is important,
Heather Hust, p resident of
the Veterans Club and veteran
herself responded, "It is very
important. [Students] are going
to school with veterans and
many people do not realize
that."
Although many of the
members of the club are
veterans themselves, many
students come to the meetings
out of curiosity as to what it
involves. The atmosphere is
good to be around, said Renee
Mackedanz, who is an active
member in the club and just
returned from overseas in July.
Derek Brommerich, treasurer
for the Veterans Club, agreed,
"The camaraderie among the
club is superb. We're all very
young [and get along well]."
Many of the members were
active participants and served

as the backbone of the Veterans
Day ceremony on campus that
took place Nov. 11.
Hust opened the ceremony
announcing a moment of
silence that honored Armistice
Day originally established Nov.
11, 1918. Brommerich resumed
the event speaking on behalf of
the Winona State University
Veterans Club.
"Each
generation
of
veterans has faced their own
circumstances," he said. "We
recognize those who have
served before us, with us, and
those who will serve after."
Also noted was that the postSept. 11 generation of veterans
have had more suicides than
combat deaths than any other
generation of veterans. This
representation demonstrates
a piece of what the student
veterans at Winona State have
endured while maintaining
freedom in our country.
Kaleigh Curran, senior at
Winona State and airman for
the Wisconsin Air National
Guard, wanted to serve her
country and upon returning
November 2009, she said she
had a "sense of pride in serving
oversees and accomplishing
something," and that the best
thing about serving oversees
was in realizing how important
her influence was as well as the
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Winona State students and community members gathered
Thursday to honor the flag and those who have served in its
name.

significance of what she was
involved in.
She said civilians should
realize the extent of what
veterans do, while also noting,
"Winona State University
does a great job recognizing
veterans."
The ceremony included a 21gun salute in which veterans
from the VFW Post 59-13:
Chatfield, Fox's hometown,
came to participate.
was
The
ceremony
immediately followed by a flag
retirement in which an old flag

was respectfully burned with
honor. The colors representing
purity, courage and justice
filled the air, concluding the
ceremony, as the smoke was
blown into the Veterans Day
air honoring the service of
millions.

Contact Chelsea at
CFlihpovich07 winona. edu
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Eighteen-piece Big Phat Band brings L.A. jazz to WSU
Amanda Rehrauer

Phat Band from Los Angeles
And pay tribute they did. The
performed Saturday evening.
songs they played ranged from
"I guarantee you're not going latin to big band to straight-up
More than 80 high school to find a better set of musicians funk, all with energy and gusto
students from across Minnesota in the Midwest," Jazz Ensemble that earned them a standing
and Wisconsin spent the Director Rich MacDonald said ovation.
weekend at Winona State of the Big Phat Band, but also
"We're really having a good
University to participate in the of his own ensemble.
time and enjoy performing,"
high school honor jazz band
"I'm so proud of these Goodwin said.
festival.
students," he said. "Every
Saturday consisted of more
The students arrived on year we lose so many who practicing for the students
Friday, participated in auditions graduate... it's a challenge."
before unveiling their pieces
and were placed accordingly.
Gordon Goodwin, who that afternoon.
They practiced the music composed and arranged four
Students
also
attended
the received that afternoon songs that the Winona State breakout sections with
all evening and into the next jazz ensemble performed members of the Big Phat Band
morning, and on Saturday alongside him Friday, said the to improve and hone in on their
afternoon performed the pieces key to a stunning performance jazz skills.
in front of an audience at the is just to have fun.
That evening, Goodwin and
Performing Arts Center main
He said the band is influenced his band took center stage at
stage.
by jazz greats such as Maynard Somsen Auditorium.
To help the students get "in Ferguson, Tito Puente and Upcoming jazz events include
the mood" for jazz, the Winona Tower of Power. "It's always a a jazz combo performance at
State University jazz band party when they're on stage," 7:30 p.m. Nov. 22 at the Art Tye
performed Friday evening and Goodwin. "We want to pay Lounge in Kryzsko Commons
Gordon Goodwin and the Big tribute to them." and a holiday dance at 7 p.m.
Winonan

David Ranzenberger/Winonan

Gordon Goodwin and the Big Phat Band perform Nov. 13, in
Somsen Auditorium.

Dec. 3 at Westfield Golf Club.
Contact Amanda at
ARehraiter06@winona.edu
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So WHY WOULD YOU
SHARE YOUR PASSWORD ??
•

Please do not share your password with anyone. Everyone should have their own. If you do not remember or have
forgotten your password you can call TSC Phone Support at 507.450.5240.

•

If you need to reset your password you can find instructions here:
https://mywsu.winona.edujit/Pages/ChangeMyPassword.aspx

2•News

Ancestors of Dakota forced on Death March speak out
Jo Harren
Winonan

Students packed into every
seat and lined the back hallway
of Winona State University's
East Hall to hear a lecture
about the Dakota Death March
Nov. 8.
Historian Angela Wilson
began "In the Footsteps of
our Ancestors: Pathways to
Liberation" by greeting the
crowd in what she called the
first human language of this
land. The language of the
Dakota.
"We consider this to be the
place of our origin. The place
of our creation," she said.
She told about how the
Dakota were the first people in
the Minnesota area and were
forced out of their lands, killed
and discriminated against when
the white people settled in the
Midwest.
In 1862, about 1,700 Dakota
people, mainly women and
children, were forced to march
to a concentration camp at Fort
Snelling. Many died along the
way. This event in history has
been called the Dakota Death
March.
Today,
Dakota
people
march the same path on the
anniversary of the original trek
their ancestors made. They stop
every mile and leave prayer
stakes with two names of

those who marched years ago
on each, calling the names of
ancestors the whole way.
Wilson said she was thinking
about her family members
who were walking in one such
memorial march on Monday
since they had planned to make
it through New Ulm, Minn.,
during the 20 miles they walked
that day. She said even today,
the Dakota face discriminatory
treatment on a regular basis and
in New Ulm in particular.
Wilson made connections
and comparisons between the
treatment of the Dakota people
148 years ago and today. She
told the audience to think about
the effects land theft, genocide,
ethnic cleansing, hangings,
concentration camps and the
destruction of food sources and
homelands had on the future
Dakota generations.
"The fate of our people is
intertwined with the fate of our
homeland," she said.
Wilson said it is not
uncommon for police to show
up and put an end to peaceful
protests and gatherings focused
on spreading information about
what happened to the Dakota
people in the past, which she
called "truth telling." If they
take one step out of line, the
police are there, she said.
Wilson said the Dakota use
truth telling to spread what
really happened in a way that

people will know what really
happened, rather than the
little bit students learn about
in the classrooms. She said
she believes education to be
effective and there seems to
be a problem with the master
narrative.
In the years since the Death
March, the government has
released apologies to the
Dakota people for the poor
treatment they received from
those associated with the
government. They also issued
cash payments in attempts to
make amends with the Dakota
people who were affected.
Wilson said an apology was not
enough, especially since her
people continue to be treated
poorly.
"An apology doesn't mean
much. Truth telling doesn't
mean much," she said. "If you
aren't going to take action, then
nothing has really changed."
Wilson questioned what
made discrimination today
much different from what
happened in the past and what
it would take for history to
repeat itself.
Wilson asked, "If we get
in your way, will you kill us
again?" She said she thinks the
answer is yes.

Brad Farrell/Winonan

Historian Angela Wilson talked about the footsteps of the
ancestors Nov. 8 in the East Hall of Kryszko Commons.

EDSTROM PROPERTIES
Renting to students for 35 years!

Efficiency,1,2,3 and 4 bedrooms available
All locations close to WSU

Heat included and laundry on site
Prices range from $329 - $389 each
www.edstromproperties.com

(507) 454-1909 - Carol

FINGALL HALL
Privately owned Student Housing

Looking for Housing near Winona State University??
Fingall Hall is 1 minute from WSU campus
Save money and Save time

Contact Jo at
JHarren09@winona.edu

Email fingallh@hbci.com
Contact us at 507-452-4637
www.fingallhall.com

Winona State University's Mass Communication
student-based news channel has news for the campus
and community!
This week's broadcast includes:
•
•
•

Details on Gordon Goodwin's Big Phat Band
More than $2,000 was stolen from a local oil company
A convicted sex offender returns to a Winona neighborhood

Watch at noon, 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. on Thursday an
Friday on HBC channel 24 and Charter channel 11

.
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For

Off-Campus Living
there is only °NEC

Finding renters the PERFECT home
Off•Campus since 1985
• Over

1 00+

units available for rent

• Houses and Apartments
• Studios, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms all available!

• UNITS CLOSE TO WSU CAMPUS
Look for us on the corner of Broadway and Main
just 2 blocks from WSU campus

Call (507)452-8808
or e-mail us at

greatrivermanagement.com
4•News
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OPINION/EDITORIAL

Winonan bids farewell until start of spring semester
Brian Sanders
Winonan

I regret to inform my loyal
readers that this is the final
Winonan of 2010. This is
unfortunate for several reasons.
Today is only Nov. 17 but
the semester does not end until
Dec. 9. This means that we will
miss all breaking news around
Winona State through the next
three weeks.
Where will we turn for the
cutting-edge investigative
journalism for which this
periodical is so highly
esteemed? Where can the
young Warrior, changing the
world, find an in-depth analysis
of the pros and cons of recent
university purchases?
Who else is going to inform
us about all the money the
university wisely spends on
HDTV screens around campus
displaying upcoming events?
What other newspaper shall
report on incoming speakers
and confront them with the
difficult questions? "Tough, not
fluff' is the approach among our
journalists, the mass informants
at our community of learners
changing the world. I will miss
that challenging approach to

university functions through
the next three weeks.
As a large sports fan, one
of my largest regrets is that I
am often too busy to don my
purple attire and head to the big
games.
This
last
Saturday
notwithstanding (I was
encouraged to attend the
football game by a Warrior
cheerleader and a maintenance
worker who was kind enough
to inform me about free brats),
my schedule is usually too full
to attend the games.
Thankfully, our loyal paper
never fails to update me on the
big highlights of the games I
miss, complete with spotlights
on our favorite athletes. These
will be sadly absent, and I will
have to look elsewhere for
scores and stats.
We won't only be missing out
on local athlete spotlights, but
also insights into the psyches of
everyday "academicians."
This is perhaps my favorite
part of the paper and I will
miss getting introduced to
the student body the next few
weeks. Hopefully in January we
will increase to six interviews
to make up for the missed time.
As mentioned, one reason

I love the Winonan is that it
updates me with highlights on
all the events and games I have
missed. In the same reading,
I also find the latest music
and movie reviews from my
peers. With the holiday season
approaching, and without the
Winonan, I am not sure of the
next-best place to find reviews.
I urge my readers to email me
any suggestions until January
when I can get back up to speed.
As I enter the busiest portion
of my semester, I am becoming
increasingly aware of my
body's early decay.
There was a time when I
could go for the next three
nights on zero sleep and
have a functionality rate of at
least 95 percent. Those days
of my youth are gone, and
I am kicking myself (while
falling asleep at 3 am) for not
beginning the semester's most
important projects earlier.
My dreary eyes can barely
focus on the document I am
currently typing for you, how
will I stay awake for graded
procedures?
This brings me to my
assignments for my weekly
readers since we shall be
missing each other until

January.
First, you must replace
my column's spot in your life
with a different generic rant
against the rampant pointless
consumerism associated with
our holidays. Since I write the
same thing every first week of
December, you might as well
get it from another bitter author.
Second, you should also find
replacements for Hannah and
Molly's columns, but I cannot
predict what their subjects
would be so you had best ask
them yourselves.
Third, you must spent winter
break reading and listening
to exactly what I tell you to. I
was prepared to spend an entire
column on the matter of aging
as a university student and the
terrifying trend I am beginning
to witness whereby our socalled vital organs diminish for
the rest of our lives.
I therefore implore you read
David Shrigley's brilliant
comic work, much of which
focuses on that exact topic. His
work ranges many subjects and
usually gets the point across
through images and as few
words as possible.
It is helpful since "words
mean very little in the end,"

which is also why you should
listen to Parenthetical Girls'
Safe as Houses every day for
at least the next month. This
experimental pop album is
shrouded in lyrics about youth,
exploitation, aging and death,
which accompany Shrigley's
work perfectly and will help
you usher in 2011 properly.
Until next time, I wish my
faithful readers an excellent
holiday season. Be safe and do
well. And let's try to survive
without the Winonan.

Contact Brian at
BPSanders06@winona.edu

Out-of-state students may end semester with empty bank account
Ali Carlson
Winonan

The thinking process begins
when a student may want to
get away from his/her home
life and not have the fear of
parents randomly showing up
at the apartment door or the
simple fact that a college that
the student want to attend is out
of state. The question comes
to mind about how they are
financially going to make the
process happen.
Why is it that moving or
transferring out of state is about
double of what someone that is
in state would pay.
Luckily, at this point it, is not

an issue for me because of the
scholarship that I was granted.
But it could soon become an
issue that has already found
friends putting extra paychecks
to next semester 's tuition.
Why is it sufficient to nearly
double tuition for those that
may have just come across the
state line of Iowa?
Personally I don't understand
why this is what it is.
Whether a couple hours drive
from home or five minutes from
his/her parents house, we all
pay for the same fees, the same
classes and sometimes even the
same type of living situation.
What else are the students
from out of state paying for?

There should be no difference
on campus in the education we
receive so it should not show in
the tuition bills at Winona State
University or any other school
for that matter.
Taxes might be the reason
that most talk about but does
this make up for the hundreds
of dollars more that we pay
each semester.
If someone knows of a
reason that makes logical sense
to why my tuition is higher than
others — my e-mail inbox is
always open.
Contact Ali at
ACCarlson09@winona.edu

Cost of Attendance 2010- 2011
The budget we use in determining your financial need consists of tuition,
fees, allowance for room and board, laptop, books and supplies, transportation,
personal expenses, and loan fees for one academic year (9 months). Shown
below are our estimated budgets for all students for the 2010-2011 school year.
Please check your billing statement for actual costs.
Undergraduate Budget
Tuition
Fees
Room and Board*
Laptop
TOTAL

MN Resident
$6, 240
$880
$7,330
$960
$15,410

Non-Resident"" WI Reciprocity
$11,340
$5,900
$880
$880 •
$7,330
$7,330
$960
$960
$20,510

$15,070

* The room and board costs listed above are used for student living on or off
campus. They are based on the average cost of living on campus. If you are
living on campus, you can check out the Housing and Residence Life website
for your exact room and board costs. The room and board budget when you are
living with your parents is $3,920 for the 2010-2011 school year.
Tuition is based on a full-time course load of 12-18 credits per semester.
Minnesota grant and scholarship programs consider 15+ credits to be full-time.
Fees cover student activities, health services, and student union programs.
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Avoiding confrontation with enemies
Molly Barrett
Winonan

Is there such a thing as
acceptable avoidance?
What happens when you
have a major fall out with
someone you used to be friends
with and you are forced to see
them on a daily basis?
Granted, I am glad I attend a
somewhat larger school where I
can easily blend into a crowd of
people if I need to strategically
not talk to someone.
But some days, I wish I were
on a campus like the University
of Minnesota where there are
literally two cities possibly
distancing me from someone I
don't wish to see or speak to.
Maybe I've been scarred
from middle school. I attended
a private Catholic school
for the first 14 years of my
life, complete with matching
uniforms and bitchy attitudes
from all the girls who attended.
When I got in a fight with
one girl, it was over the fact
that she heard I was saying she
copied my side swoop bangs.
Looking back, I laugh every
time I think about the nights I
spent crying in my room over
the fact that now she and I
both sported the same generic
hairstyle.

Given the fact that our grade
only consisted of 48 people,
boys and girls combined, it
was literally impossible for me
to avoid confrontation with her.
Now, myself, along with
those I know, seem to have
perfected the art of skillfully
avoiding someone with the
mature elegance of someone
too immature to just speak
about it.
I can't decide if we think
we're fooling anyone or not.
After all, when you inevitably
pass someone you used to have
some sort of history with, you
both are thinking the exact
same thing. Yet we will walk
by, eyes darting everywhere
but his/her face, hoping that
they didn't see you too.
There are several instances
that provide for an awkward
run-in, each with their own set
of acceptable rules for how to
act in that situation.
The first is the most common
and perhaps the easiest to know
how to act.
Keep in mind that these runins are with people you are no
longer friends with, have been
feuding with for whatever
reason or simply need to avoid.
Not that I am condoning such
behavior in any sense. Even the
nicest of people seem to have

that one person they would
rather not see.
When you walk around
campus — either in the hallway
or around outside, and you
happen to pass that one specific
person, the easiest route is to
act like you haven't seen them
at all. The awkward eye contact
can sometimes be completely
avoided and you can carry on
your life like you have never
even seen them before.
The second is the physical
run-in with someone. I may be
alone on this score, but I find
myself in more embarrassing
situations than most people.
Quite possibly the most
embarrassing is physically
running into someone you
have no intention of ever
speaking to again, and having
to awkwardly part while
purposely not apologizing and
pretending you didn't notice at
all.
It gets quite tiring to keep
track of all the ways you think
you should act.
And then there's the passive
aggressive approach. Instead
of doing what you think you
should when you run into
someone you don't care for,
you instead do the opposite.
You walk straight toward the
person, a huge smile on your

face, saying his/her name out
loud as you greet the individual
as if nothing has happened.
It's the easiest social
experiment of all, and I, as
an avid observer and people
watcher, really enjoy doing.
After all, what do you have
to lose by trying to be kind to
someone who has hurt you?
Life is inevitably too short to
try to fix everyone who doesn't
agree with you. I have always
been under the impression that
I need to care about those who
care about me, and accept the
fact that not everyone will love
me the way they do.
I can't change the way
people see me, so why even
bother to adapt to how they
want me to be?
We can't take back a huge
dramatic fall-out with a friend
any more than we can change
the fact that we will have to
see them, and yes, it will be
uncomfortable.
But the most civilized and
most mature option seems to
be acknowledging the fact that
yes; this person does exist, but
no, we will not let this ruin our
day.
After all, aren't we all fighting
our own private battles, not
visible to everyone we pass on
the street?
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Contact Molly at
MBarrett08@winona.edu

FINGALL HALL
Privately owned Student Housing

Looking for Housing near Winona State University??
Fingall Hall is 1 minute from WSU campus
Save money and Save time
Contact us at 507-452-4637

Email fingallh@hbci.com
www.fingallhall.com

Interested in reporting, advertising
or photography?
Contact All at ACCarlson09@winona.edu
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Local students get personal, sharing original poetry
Courtney Kowalke
Winonan

Nov. 12, poets from Winona
State University and Saint
Mary's University gathered
to attend "A Confluence of
Voices," an event to which
students were invited to share
their work at the Mugby
Junction located on Huff Street.
The reading was co-hosted
by former Poet Laureate of
Winona, Jim Armstrong, an
English professor at Winona
State, and current Poet
Laureate, Ken McCullough,
who teaches at Saint Mary's.
"Ken initiated it last fall,"
Armstrong said. "We ended
up hosting two times last year
— one in the fall and one in the
spring. He contacted Winona
State because he knows
everyone here, and involving
both schools would make the
event more inclusive and make
for a bigger reader turn-out."
"It's something we decided
to keep going because we've
had a pretty good response to
[the readings] in the past, and
the students seem to enjoy it."
In the way of participants,
Armstrong recruited students
who read last time as well as
new writers in his poetry class
this semester.
"It's good for poets to get
experience and to see how
other writers work," Armstrong
said. "Ken's students at Saint
Mary's are more performancebased poets, and I think it's
good for my students to see
something different, a new way
of presenting their works."
Alternating schools, 14
students who had volunteered
or been approached by
Armstrong and McCullough
presented their pieces before
opening the floor to fellow
attendees to speak.
The only "rule" of the
evening was to speak loudly
and slowly to ensure the everchanging crowd, which peaked
at around 35 listeners, could
understand the pieces.

The plight of student poets is
not always an easy one.
"It's been brought to my
attention that I write a lot
about love and emotion,"
said Saint Mary's sophomore
Rosa Redmond. "I really tried
to focus on something else,
something less agonizing in the
two pieces I'm reading tonight,
but in the end I just couldn't do
it. It didn't feel authentic to
write about something I didn't
want to write about."
The theme of not knowing
what to write about showed up
in quite a few of the evening's
pieces.
As Katie Collins, a senior at
Winona State, said in her piece
"Untitled," she has "difficulty
writing happy," and she
"doesn't want to be writing for
the sake of writing."
In her similar piece, "I Want
to Write a Poem," Saint Mary's
Junior Sierra Strong rejoiced
over the writing of others;
yet, when attempting to come
up with her own prose, she
found, "All I can come up with
are empty promises and blank
stares."
Saint Mary's student Andrew
Jambura, who read last year,
presented four pieces, one of
which was written by a friend
who "definitely doesn't know I
have this."
Jambura also read from a
book of poems he and his
friends had self-published.
"I think of things I should
All Carlson/Winonan
have meant," he read, "and of
how everyone's dying."
A Winona State University student shares her poetry with the audience at Mugby Junction.
Winona State sophomore
Sam Hovda also read four harder to offend the seasoned theirs who had passed away.
allowing the poets to have fun.
pieces, including an original vets like me."
McCullough also read his
As for the benefits the event
response to Charles Bukowski's
Both
Armstrong
and recent piece, "The Cottage: provided for the student writers,
"So You Want to be a Writer?"
McCullough contributed to the For David and Lily," which he McCullough said, "No matter
"I could be a hipster and poetry reading during the open wrote for a relative's wedding.
how private a person you are,
write manifestos," Hovda said, microphone session, presenting
"I just knew someone was sharing your work in public is
but in the end, he denounces public and personal works.
going to ask me to read a poem the ultimate presentation."
everything the poem is about
Armstrong read James [at the wedding]," McCullough
since they don't truly stand for Wright's "A Blessing" and laughed, "so I figured I should
integrity in writing.
McCullough's piece, "For write this down."
Though
pieces Ralph Dickey in the City of
the
McCullough and Armstrong
were shocking for some, Poets" was e-mailed to him considered the evening a
McCullough retorts with a grin, that morning by a friend to success, having attracted Contact Courtney at
"You're going to have to work commemorate a classmate of people from across the area and CKowalke08@winona.edu
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Weezer's bizarre album hard to take seriously
Michael Rowland

as an artist finally completing
And with its methodical
lost works or as clumsy rhythm section and
historical revisionism only unenthusiastic "wh0000"
On Dec. 5, 2009, after rivaled by Lucasfilm?
backing vocals, "The Odd
performing to an enthusiastic
Sadly, it's a little bit of both.
Couple" would be a shoo-in for
Toronto crowd, Weezer's singer
Most of the changes Cuomo the next Shrek soundtrack.
and songwriter Rivers Cuomo made are pretty understandable,
Rivers has stated that "Death
found himself paralyzed.
but some feel a little strange.
To False Metal" is the "logical
After hitting black ice, his
And hearing modern-day follow-up to Hurley," the
tour bus spiraled out of control, Cuomo adding back-up vocals band's previous studio offering.
flinging him from his bed and to songs featuring his old voice
In many ways, he's right.
breaking his ribs.
is disorienting and weird.
"Death To False Metal"
His wife and three-yearAt its best, the album is a does seem to address many
old daughter were also on the rollicking good time.
complaints that fans had with
bus. Thankfully, they remained
The sappy but crunchy pop- Hurley.
unharmed.
rock balladry of "I Don't Want
While Hurley was largely the
"Odds and Ends," the band's Your Loving" forces head- work of Cuomo and a myriad of
recently completed rarities banging and a dopish grin, songwriting collaborators, only
compilation, was also put on despite its insanely stupid two of the songs on "Death To
hold.
refrain.
False Metal" weren't written
After Cuomo recovered from
"Blowing My Stack" is a by Cuomo.
these events, Rivers spent 45 hard-rocking number about
Hurley was lacking in guitar
days meditating and ruminating the trivialities of working for a solos, meanwhile there is a
over these events.
living while your band is on a bevy to choose from on "Death
Another thing that was put hiatus.
To False Metal."
on hold was the band's then
It features several unique
While the drums felt
recently-completed rarities twists and turns and a restrained and held-back on
compilation "Odds and Ends."
spontaneous and live-feeling Hurley, this new LP is drummer
Fans were left in the dark, guitar solo.
Pat Wilson's best work since
wondering when they would
"Losing My Mind" is an his jaw-dropping performance
receive this collection of emotionally powerful tune on the revered 1996 classic
unreleased studio recordings where we are forced to pity a "Pinkerton."
that were "too weird, too daring drunk and lonesome Cuomo
But none of this matters when
or too heavy for their respective thanks to some harrowingly you look at just how dire some
albums," Cuomo said.
honest lyrics and haunting of the songwriting and lyricism
Released Nov. 2, "Death To orchestral strings.
is, which is not the case on most
False Metal" is that rarities
At its worst, the album helps of Hurley, a surprising return to
compilation, or at least it used showcase that leaving these form.
to be.
songs off of their respective
"I'm a Robot" is a peppy
Before the bus crash, this albums was probably a good number about Cuomo working
set was to only receive light call.
in a cubicle; something he's
tweaking on sections with
Dating back to 1998, never done in his life, being
flubbed lyrics or bum notes.
"Everyone" is a Nirvana-style emotionless.
But when Cuomo re- thrasher in which Cuomo
This awkward couplet sums
examined this set, he decided vomits out the word "everyone" up the song best: "I have a child
that there was more that needed about 20 times, occasionally and a wife waiting at home /
changing.
throwing in the commands Occasionally, I give my dog a
He changed lyrics, added "suck a thumb" or "kick a bone."
harmonies, wrote entirely new bum!"
Cuomo then goes "woof'
bridges and eventually decided
It ushers forth an image of in the right speaker. I am not
that this was no compilation: the bowl-cut ridden, braces- kidding.
It was a new studio album by wearing Cuomo who wrote
Even in the instrumentally
it trying to think of the most powerful "Trampoline,"
Weezer.
Does this tinkering come off "badass" thing he possibly can. Cuomo gets in his own way
Winonan
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with a tepid chorus; he repeats
the word trampoline three
times before saying "You're on
my mind."
In "Autopilot," our intrepid
hero goes into detail about how
he takes his dogs for walks and
examines their droppings under
a microscope, no joke.
Perhaps Weezer heard about
Toni Braxton's recent financial
struggles and is trying to do her
a favor because a cover of her
smash 90s hit "Unbreak My
Heart" closes out the album.
It's fairly serviceable, and the
guitar solos are tasty, though
Cuomo's vocal feels very
stringent and reserved.
The chorus doesn't feel
nearly as anthem-like as it
should.
Cuomo only lets loose at the
end with some high falsetto, but
it doesn't sound emotionally
resonant.
In the end, it makes the
album's finale and the album

itself come off feeling a little
bit like some sort of strange
joke that we're not sure if we're
supposed to laugh at.
In the end, the album flows
about as well as you would
expect a compilation featuring
songs ranging from 1998-2009.
Cuomo can call it an album
all he wants: Most of his
fanbase respectfully disagrees.
Albums are about more
than stumbling upon 30-plus
minutes of tunes and queuing
them up next to each other.
That's not how great album
are made. Until Cuomo sees
that distinction, Weezer will
never make another great
record.
Also, "Death to False Metal"
spends way too much time
talking about dogs and robots.
Cuomo doesn't even have a
dog.
Contact Michael at
MRowland 1 0@w inona. edu

Faces of the University: Veterans and military students
Amy Brinkman
Winonan

The Veterans Day ceremony
on campus served as a
necessary reminder that the
United States of America relies
on military personnel to uphold
the freedoms of all American
citizens.
Approximately 70 veterans,
including those deployed in
recent years, attend Winona
State University as students.
This week, two Winona State
students and Minnesota Army
National Guard members
explained how being in the
military has affected their lives
and education.
Thomas Fox, a junior
psychology and political
science double-major, has
served nearly nine years in
the Minnesota Army National
Guard.
During this time, Fox served
one tour of duty in Italy and
two in Iraq.
In his current position
as a platoon sergeant in a
communications company, Fox
is responsible for 20 soldiers.
Fox's commitment to his
soldiers extends beyond the one
weekend each month and two
weeks every summer to which
National Guard members
dedicate to drill and training.
Between drill weekends,

he spends many nights
communicating with his
soldiers by phone or e-mail
to ensure that they are ready
for the upcoming drill and to
address any concerns or issues.
As a full-time student, Fox
has made significant strides in
managing his busy schedules.
He admits that maintaining a
balance wasn't always easy.
When he first started college,
Fox tried to manage 17-plus
credits, a full-time job and
military responsibilities.
Sleeping only three or four
hours a night was "nervewracking," Fox said. "You
struggle to find that cool
medium. As soon as you find it,
you just run with it."
Winona State sophomore
Heather Hust is a Minnesota
Army National Guard medic
and served one year in Iraq
immediately after completing
her basic training and Advanced
Individual Training.
Now on civilian status, Hust
serves as the president for
Winona State's veteran club
and hopes to be admitted to the
nursing program soon.
Between drill weekends,
Hust works to maintain current
certifications, including CPR
and EMT training while
maintaining communication
with her fellow soldiers.
Drill weekends sometimes

include Fridays and leave very
little time for anything else.
"On drill weekends, there's
pretty much no time for
homework," Hust said.
As a result, she communicates
regularly with her professors to
take tests early or coordinate
assignment deadlines.
In her experience, "Winona
State professors are very
military-friendly," she said.
Few people can deny that
soldiers' experiences overseas
shape their perceptions of
civilian life.
"If I had gone to college right
out of high school, I would
have had a completely different
life," Fox said.
As veterans, Fox and Hust
face challenges that result from
a shift from active duty status
to civilian status.
Fox's deployments to Italy
and Iraq and the subsequent
returns to civilian life greatly
impacted his maturity level.
After his first deployment to
Italy, he felt a greater "sense
of responsibility earlier in
life" which, he said, made him
mature much faster than the
average 18-year-old.
Similarly, Hust feels she has
been pushed in directions that
have required greater maturity.
Upon returning home, Fox
thought he had achieved a stage
of manhood and that he was

ready to get married and own a
home. It was a "false sense of
security," he said.
Fox said negotiating military
maturity and civilian life
maturity "trips up" a lot of
soldiers.
For him, a "real world
maturity" didn't set in until
after his third tour of duty.
"It took me a long time to
figure out that civilian life is
not a sprint [like life can be
while on active duty]," he said.
"It's everyday work."
Before "everyday work," Fox
experienced his favorite and
least favorite aspect of being
in the military: coming home
from active duty.
Fox said returning home after
a long time away from family
and friends is a great feeling,
but at the same time, it is hard
leaving the bond created with
people around you.
"If blood is thicker than
water, these bonds are thicker
than blood," Fox said. "Every
soldier is my brother and always
will be. It is an unspeakable
and unbreakable bond."
In terms of relationships with
civilians, soldiers don't expect
or ask for grand gestures of
gratitude, Fox said.
After all, "veterans are people
too," he said. "Everyone has a
reason they join, but most often,
we just chose a profession that

was right for us."
multiple
years
With
remaining on both Fox and
Hust's contracts, it is inevitable
that both will be deployed
again.
"The when and where is
unknown," Fox said. "If it
happens, it happens."
On days like Veterans
Day, civilians recognize the
contributions of these soldiers.
The people who enter the
military are a select group of
citizens.
Saying "thank you" to a
veteran means a great deal, Fox
said.
Even something as simple as
sending a letter to a soldier on
active duty or in basic training
can really brighten his or her
day, Hust added.
As students, we may often
forget that some of our peers
at Winona State have chosen a
soldier's job.
Although young, these
individuals possess a great
deal of commitment, pride and
honor for their profession and
its associated responsibilities.

Contact Amy at
AJBrinkm5618@winona.edu

Accounts from Academicians
Have an idea for a fun question
of the week? Email Christina at
CMcDanie8912@winona.edu

(noun) ac-a-de-mi-cianl,a-ka-de-'mi-shan
An academic; intellectual

By Christina McDaniel
Photos by Ali Carlson/Winonan

What's the one thing you repeatedly daydream about in class?
"Things I
have to get
done."

"Sleep."

"Food and
sleep.
"

Abby Gibbs
Psychology
Cottage Grove, Minn.

Tyler Faust
Nursing
Lino Lakes, Minn.

Leah Lafond
Social Work
Red Wing, Minn.

"Being at
home. "

Kelsey Thoeny
Social Work
Plymouth, Minn.
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Hannah's Thoughts at Random:
Thinking back to 'the talk' and sex in college
Hannah Jones
Winonan

lectured us never to even think
of trying it out for ourselves
until we were either married or
Everyone remembers that dead, whichever came first.
And that's where our sex
day in their lives. Perhaps it
happened in the comfort of education had left us when
their homes, or during that we were suddenly deposited
God-awful video they showed at our respective universities,
alone and unsupervised with
us in grade school.
Maybe you learned early, classmates of the opposite
late, alone or in a group, but no gender.
We suddenly became aware
one looks back on that day with
of the most bewildering fact of
fondness.
I remember in my personal all: There was this thing called
experience, our teachers saw "sex," and people were having
fit to drop that bomb on us the it, apparently a lot.
The other day I was walking
day we were released for what
should have been a merrily blithely down the hallway of
my dorm when I was halted by
innocent Christmas Break.
Solemnly, they gathered us a small, square package thrust
into a classroom, sat us down, into my face.
"Condom?" she offered,
and popped in a video titled,
forebodingly, "Just Around the smiling brightly. "They're free,
for whoever wants them."
Corner."
I stared, slightly cross-eyed,
We left feeling awkward,
sullied and doomed, just in at the tiny blue packet.
It read "Trojan-Enz, Brand
time for the holidays.
That was our first glimpse Latex Condoms; Lubricated."
Suddenly I was back in
into the frighteningly foreign,
ominously obscure and grade school, crowded into
that classroom with all of
dazzlingly dingy world of sex.
We learned, to our mounting my female friends, falling
horror, that our bodies had a unexpectedly into a rabbit hole
few other functions outside of of new, uninvited knowledge.
"As they get older, boys and
getting us places and processing
girls start having feelings for
food.
However, in grade school, we each other."
couples
are
College
stopped there with parts.
It was only in middle school ironically harder to notice than
that it was hinted that these high-school couples. This can
parts were conveniently shaped most likely be attributed to the
fact that I live in an all-female
for a still unnamed purpose.
In high school, they dorm.
Every so often, a girl flounces
grudgingly admitted that a sort
of transaction had to take place by clutching the hand of a tall,
in order to procreate but sternly broad figure, but the image is

FINGALL HALL
Privately owned Student Housing

Looking for Housing near Winona State University??
Fingal! Hall is 1 minute from WSU campus
Save money and Save time
Contact us at 507-452-4637

Email fingallh@hbci.com
www.fingallhall.com
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fleeting, as the two immediately
disappear into her room, and
stay there.
Of course, there will always
be the random couple that
stands out on street corners and
eats each others' faces for the
campus's viewing pleasure.
Most college intimacy
appears to occur behind closed
doors: secret and scandalous.
Still, evidence emerges in the
form of hearsay.
"Boys and girls can express
these feelings in a physical
way."
Every resident has their own
fish tale, or rather, sex tale.
"My roommate said she and
her boyfriend were renting a
hotel room this weekend."
"You're lucky; my roommate
and her boyfriend did it in
the room, on my side, on my
futon."
"I walked in on her once when
my parents were visiting."
I find myself excluded from
this social realm because my
fish tales are fish tales.
As interesting as a 22.5inch walleye can be, it doesn't
compare to some of the other

conversational catches out
there. Especially in terms of
inches.
"When boys and girls do get
physical, it is necessary to use
protection."
It seems I can't go anywhere
without making eye contact with
some kind-hearted stranger by
the gazebo who immediately
inquires, "Condom?"
The tone is so nonchalant
and friendly that I'm tempted
to reply, "No, thank you, I just
ate."
The various clubs and
organizations at Winona State
University seem to think that
the average student simply
cannot have enough rubbers on
hand.
The only conclusion I can
possibly make is that every
one of my classmates must be
doing it once a day.
Either that, or they're
using these condoms as party
streamers.
Meanwhile I am still in the
sexual dark ages:
There are instructions? Isn't
that like having instructions for
pants?

Why do they look like prepackaged suckers?
People get pierced down
there?
That sounds a bit more
painful than fun.
Do people actually do that?
"Condom?"
So there I am, faced with
a little square package that I
never have had the necessity to
use, and most likely wouldn't
have known what to do with
should the need have arisen.
But as images of my gradeschool class finish flashing
through my mind, the echoes of
fish tales die in my ears, and the
pause between the Samaritan
and myself grows long and
uncomfortable.
I finally sigh and gingerly
pluck the condom from her
hand.
To this moment it sits in my
closet, just as confused and
inexperienced in the forbidden
world of sex as I am.
Poor thing. All its friends are
doing it.
Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu

,VVIty Not Live in E3eautiful Fountain City, WI next year?
1, 2, 3, & 4 BR Houses and Apartments just 8-10 minutes from
Winona.
Decks wiriver views, private yards, garages, FREE Laundry,
Central A/C, and much more!
Live in Luxury for Less than In Winona!
Call 507-454-4444 today for more info or check us out on
the web!
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Winona State University announcer Brice Wilkinson announces at the men's basketball game on Saturday in McCown gymnasium.

Getting to know the man behind the announcer's table
Molly Schelper

Winonan
Brice Wilkinson came to
Winona State University
in 1971 and hasn't stopped
teaching since, despite the fact
that he retired in 1998.
Wilkinson first came to
Winona after being offered a
position at Winona State. In
the early 1970s, Wilkinson
was the chair of the speech and
theatre departments and helped
start the mass communication
department.
"A lot of times young people
would want to teach the
courses that I had started and
was teaching, so I would go
off and develop a new course,"
Wilkinson said.
Some of the courses that
Wilkinson developed include:
Chinese Communication
Theory and Kinetics, Native
American Oratory and Tai Chi.
Wilkinson continued
teaching Tai Chi courses
immediately after retirement,
which he continues to do 10

hours per week.
"It's a science that is capable
of transforming the human
being," Wilkinson said. "They
become the closest thing
that you can conceive of as a
perceptual motion machine."
Wilkinson's involvement
at Winona State has not been
solely academic. He has been
an announcer for Winona State
sports for the past 39 years.
"I've announced just about
all of the sports at Winona
State at one time or another,"
Wilkinson said. "That's kind of
a major hobby of mine."
Wilkinson, who just finished
announcing volleyball, is
currently announcing men's
basketball and will announce
gymnastics in their upcoming
season.
In addition, for the past 15
years, he has announced girl's
basketball at Cotter High
School and he has no plan to
stop announcing any time soon.
"Coach Leaf and I, we have
a pretty good agreement,"
Wilkinson said. "I asked him

once, 'Could you handle a
98-year-old guy on the mic?'
and he said, 'Sure, no problem
at all.'"
Although he doesn't have a
favorite sport to announce, if
he could only announce one, he
would choose men's basketball.
"It's an exciting game,"
Wilkinson said. "I actually wish
I would have been a basketball
player. I really do."
Wilkinson played a number
of the other sports that he
announces, including baseball,
football, swimming and
wrestling.
Wrestling, however, was
a sport that he got into by
accident.
"I was walking down the
halls of high school one day
and these big dudes came up to
me and said, 'would you like to
wrestle?"'
They
asked
Wilkinson
because they needed someone
who weighed less than 95
pounds so they could win a
lot of forfeits because most
schools didn't have wrestlers in

that weight class.
"That's how I got my
wrestling career — forfeit king,"
Wilkinson said.
That title is fairly modest
considering that he was a
conference champion and
placed in the Colorado State
Tournament for wrestling, in
addition to wresting in college
at the University of Colorado —
Boulder and in the military.
Wilkinson has many other
hobbies, because of which, he
calls himself "the poor man's
renaissance man."
"My other hobby's more
racier," Wilkinson said. "I
love to play Texas Hold 'em.
I spend several hours a week
practicing, facetiously I say,
for the World Series of Poker
Championship."
Wilkinson also writes poetry,
goes bowling, participates in
Toast Masters International,
a worldwide public speaking
organization, and takes trips to
different dinner theaters.
Many years ago, Wilkinson
started a dinner theatre in

Winona and published an article
titled "Bringing dinner theatre
to the college and community."
He performed in the dinner
theatre's hit play, "Dead Liar."
Perhaps one of Wilkinson's
favorite hobbies is Tai Chi,
which is something he has done
every day for the past 30 years
and has been lobbied to become
a major at Winona State.
One of the things Wilkinson
teaches as a martial artist is the
path of the impeccable warrior,
which he described as an
individual who can no longer
do wrong because they're on a
path of impeccability.
"People look at it as being
miraculous or magical, but
it's not," Wilkinson said. "It's
just a transformational process
that the individual has brought
about in their body."

Contact Molly at
MSchelper07@winona.edu
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Fourteenth consecutive winning football season
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Winona State University football players stand by on the sidelines during the rainy weather at the game against Wayne State College.
Matt Shalbrack

Winonan

As the 2010 regular season
came to a close, the Winona
State University offense kicked
it into high gear in the second
half against Wayne State
University, winning the game
24-13.
The Warriors were down
6-0 at the end of the first half,
but then the running game
came alive in the form of a 46yard touchdown run by Curtis
Dewberry, putting the Warriors
up 7-6.
Coaches Tom Sawyer, A.J.
Blazek and lineman Cory
Christianson all said they felt
Dewberry's touchdown run was
the spark that got the offense
going in the second half
"The Dewberry 42-yard
touchdown run changed the
game. The defense got a
turnover right away and then
the 'Purple Train' was rolling,"
Blazek said.
After a fumble recovery

12 • Sports

on Wayne State's next drive,
the Warriors scored another
touchdown, this time on a fiveyard run by running back Theo
Burkett.
Another turnover by Wayne
State, this time an interception
by Ryan Jirgl, gave the Warriors
possession again, setting up
placekicker Thomas Kinney for
a successful 21-yard field goal
attempt making the score 17-6
with 8:54 left in the game.
On the ensuing kick-off, the
ball went out of bounds resulting
in a penalty, which gave Wayne
State field position at their own
40-yard line.
The penalty proved to be
hazardous, as Wayne State
drove down the field for a
touchdown in only four plays.
With the score now 17-13
with 7:00 left in the fourth
quarter, the Warriors scored
once more on a 27-yard rush by
quarterback Bryan Bradshaw
making the score 24-13.
Wayne State had one more
drive to get something going,

but ended up turning the ball
over on downs, sealing the win
for the Warriors.
This win gave the Warriors
their 14th consecutive winning
season and 13th season with at
least seven wins under Sawyer
as the head coach.
Leading the way on the
ground for the Warriors was
Rayon Simmons who rushed 27
times for 159 yards.
Quarterback Bryan Bradshaw
rushed four times for 68 yards
and scored a touchdown while
Dewberry rushed seven times
for 65 yards and also scored a
touchdown.
This game was the fourth
consecutive time that Simmons
had rushed for more than 100
yards in a game, and it was
his fifth time he had done this
during the season.
He also broke 2,000 careerrushing yards at Winona State
and in only two seasons he has
rushed for 2,146, enough to
get him seventh place on the
Warriors' all-time rushing list.

Simmons rushed for 1,252
yards this season, which was
enough to get him in fourth
place in school history for the
most yards in a single season.
Leading the way for the
receivers was Eric Swan,
catching four passes for 52
yards while Sean Hertz caught
two passes for 17 yards.
On the defensive side of the
ball, the Warriors held Wayne
State to just 60 yards rushing
and 264 yards of total offense
overall.
The Warriors finished the
season at 7-4 and 6-4 in
conference play.
Linebacker Chad Cheek,

Ali Carlson/Winonan

who was also named on of the
players of the game, had six
tackles and a forced fumble for
the Warriors, while Brandon
Williams had seven tackles.
Sawyer, Blazek and
Christianson said they were
most proud of the way the
team handled the injuries and
never gave up this season while
fighting through adversity as a
family.

Contact Matt at
MShalbrack07@winona.edu

FINGALL HALL
Privately owned Student Housing

Looking for Housing near Winona State University??
Fingall Hall is 1 minute from WSU campus
Save money and Save time
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Email fingallh@hbci.com

www.fingallhall.com

Volleyball closes season
a win;12-16 record over
Jamie Babetch
Winonan

The Warrior women's
volleyball team lost to
Minnesota State University
Moorhead 1-3 during Friday's
game.
The Warriors put up a fight in
the first two sets but soon found
themselves behind two games
with scores of 25-17 and 25-18
before Winona State claimed its
first and only win in the third
set, 25-22.
The Dragons took the fourth
set, and the game, with a score
of 25-17.

Jessi Peterson led the team
with 11 kills, followed closely
by Kate Horihan, who had 10.
Also putting stats on the
board during the game, Kayla
Uhlenhake had 41 assists.
The Warriors played their final
game of the season on Saturday
against the University of
Minnesota, Crookston. Winona
swept the Golden Eagles 3-0.
The Warriors had final scores
of 25-19, 25-21 and 25-14 for
the wins.
"We did a great job of fighting
back and finishing games when
we needed to," Kathy Lohff
said.

Lohff sai
always bee
women are
the season
"Overal
season ve
play was
with so ma
ranked," L
also good t
note."
Winona
nished
off their seas
with a 7-13
record in the
rthern Sun
Intercollegiate Co rence and
a 12-16 overall recor
Contact Jamie at
JBabetch08@winona.edu
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OFF-CAMPUS HOUSES & APTS FOR NEXT
YEAR!
Get your group together and check out Bluff City Properties!
Choose y4aur amenities: FREE Laundry, Off,street parking, Dishwashers,
Central NC, Jacuzzi Tubs, wood floors, LCD TVs, Decks„ Close to campus, and
morel
Check us out online for pictures, floor plans, and availability, call :507.454.4444
or stop by for more details today:
www,WsVOLl.com
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Men's basketball triumphs against St. Thomas
All Carlson
Winonan

Coming back from the
loss against the University
on Minnesota Nov, 10, the
Warriors were able to defend
their home court defeating
University of St. Thomas, 8969.
The Warriors ended their
exhibition part of the season and
prepared for the start of regular
season action on Saturday.
"I think that we made some
great strides this exhibition
season," junior forward CJ
Erickson said.
"We showed ourselves how
well we can play together and
how well we can do if we get
after people defensively and
then at the same time push the
ball hard and if nothing is there,
be patient, work it and take
great shots."
"Anytime we step out on the
court we want to win," Mike
Leaf, head coach, said. "We
have to have the focus and play
hard until the end."
Getting the right combination
of athletes on the court and
working the ball around are key
aspects for the team.
"We are working on the
chemistry on the floor and
trying to figure out the best
rotations," Leaf said.
The Winona State University
men's basketball team led the
game early to help claim the win
over Saint Mary's University,
84-50, on their home court.
"This is the game that counts
on the record," Leaf said.
"We want to compete strong
from start to finish and fix the
mistakes we have seen so far
this season."
Scoring the last seven points
in the first half, the Warriors led
38-25.
The Warriors continued the
lead with a 10-0 path in the
second half to shut out the
Cardinals and claim the lead.
The Warriors were strong on
the offensive side of the game,

Sports • 14

shooting 55 percent during the
night and recording assists on
21 of the 33 field goals.
Also recorded during the
match up against Saint Mary's,
11 three-point shots were
recorded along with 12 athletes
contributing a points.
Anthony Tucker led the
Warrior scoring with 17 points,
making six of his seven threepoint attempts.
Jon Walburg added 16 points
and CJ Erickson also added
double digits, scoring 10.
Ben Fischer, Zander Culver
and Clayton Vette each
contributed four assist for the
night.
The Warriors held the
Cardinals to 34 percent shooting
on the game and forcing them
to 17 turnovers.
"It feels good to pick up
a victory like we did on
Saturday," Erickson said. "We
were all very excited to get out
there and mix it up with Saint
Mary's, it was the first regular
season game so we wanted to
make a good impression right
away."
The Warriors are now on the
road to Florida for two-game
road trip.
The Warriors will play
Northwood University Nov. 17
and Barry University Nov. 20.
In outlook for the rest of the
season, Erickson said, "As far
as the rest of the season goes its
one day at a time one practice at
a time. We have to continually
get better every time we step
out onto the floor. Give it our
all in all that we do."
Contact Ali at
ACCarlson09@winona.edu

All Carlson/Winonan

Freshman guard Taylor Cameron runs down the court during the game against St Thomas.
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Women's basketball holds its own against DI teams
David Baertschi

Winonan
Coming into the Winona
State University women's
basketball third straight
exhibition game against a
Division I opponent, the
team was looking to continue
improvement before regular
season play begins.
The first two exhibition
games were against the
University of WisconsinGreen Bay, and the University
of Wisconsin-Madison.
These two teams are just
outside of the DI women's top
25.
North Dakota State was
the last D1 exhibition test
before hitting the regular
season for the Warriors, and
the final score was 52-65; a
much tighter game than the
previous exhibition games
against Green Bay, 47-94, and
Madison, 53-82.
Abby Busch shot four of five
from the court and added four
free throws to lead Winona
State with 12 points.
She was the only Warrior
score in double figures during
the game.
Busch and Michelle Tobin
led the Warriors in rebounds
with seven a piece.
As a team, the Warriors out
rebounded the Bison 38-34.
"We want to use our tough
DI exhibition game schedule
to challenge our players with
difficult matchups and styles
of play," Head Coach Scott
Ballard said, "[this is] with
the hope of improving our
execution at both ends of the
floor and help our new players
learn our system and gain

valuablegame experience
more quickly in preparation for
our regular season schedule."
The regular season opener
for the Warriors turned out
to be a big success; they won
82-50 against cross-town rival
Saint Mary's.
Katie Wolff led the Warriors
in scoring. She knocked
down four three-pointers, and
finished with 23 total points,
along with two assists, one
rebound and one steal.
Michelle McDonald was
the only other Warrior in
double figures, finishing with
14 points, five rebounds, one
assist and one steal.
Busch, along with Natalie
Gigler, led the Warriors with
six rebounds each helping
the team to out-rebound Saint
Mary's by 11.
Ballard said with a lot a new
members on the team, it will be
important that the newcomers
have good examples to follow.
"We expect our returners to
be good leaders," Ballard said.
"We will have a much deeper
bench this year and will be
asking for contributions from
more players than last year."
Gigler had similar feelings as
Ballard. She said, "Although
more than half our team is new
players, we have a lot of talent
to work with. This season in
particular we have more depth
on the bench and are able to
put more players on the court."
The Warriors season
continues Nov 16. at home
against Clarke College.
All Carlson/ Winonan

Contact David at
DBaertschi08@winona.edu

Winona State University's Marieanna Dulas drives past Saint Mary's during their match this
weekend.
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